ABSTRACT

Objective To compare success rates, associated risks and cost-effectiveness between intrauterine insemination (IUI) and in vitro fertilisation (IVF).

Design Retrospective observational study.

Setting The UK from 2012 to 2016.

Participants Data from Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority's freedom of information request for 2012–2016 for IVF/ICSI (intracytoplasmic sperm injection) and IUI as practiced in 319 105 IVF/ICSI and 30 669 IUI treatment cycles. Direct-cost calculations for maternal and neonatal expenditure per live birth (LB) was constructed using the cost of multiple birth model, with inflation-adjusted Bank of England index-linked data. A second direct-cost analysis evaluating the incremental cost-effective ratio (ICER) was modelled using the 2016 national mean (baseline) IVF and IUI success rates.

Outcome measures LB, risks from IVF and IUI, and costs to gain 1 LB.

Results This largest comprehensive analysis integrating success, risks and costs at a national level shows IUI is safer and more cost-effective than IVF treatment. IVF LB/cycle success was significantly better than IUI at 26.96% versus 11.49% (p<0.001) but the IUI success is much closer to IVF at 2.35:1, than previously considered. IVF remains a significant source of multiple gestation pregnancy (MGP) compared with IUI (RR (Relative Risk): 1.45 (1.31 to 1.60), p<0.001) as was the rate of twins (RR: 1.58, p<0.001).

In 2016, IVF maternal and neonatal cost was £115 082 017 compared with £2 940 196 for IUI and this MGP-related perinatal cost is absorbed by the National Health Services. At baseline tariffs and success rates IUI was £42 558 cheaper than IVF to deliver 1LB with enhanced benefits with small improvements in IUI. Reliable levels of IVF-related MGP, OHSS (ovarian hyperstimulation syndrome), fetal reductions and terminations are revealed.

Conclusion IUI success rates are much closer to IVF than previously reported, more cost-effective in delivering 1 LB, and associated with lower risk of complications for maternal and neonatal complications. It is prudent to offer IUI before IVF nationally.

INTRODUCTION

There is limited comprehensive and direct comparison between intrauterine insemination (IUI) and in vitro fertilisation (IVF) treatments at national level encompassing success, risk and cost.

Information on different assisted reproductive techniques (ART) success, risks, failures and costs can be challenging for patients, politicians and healthcare stakeholders paying for services. IVF success claims have an overbearing presence on social media and in-patient forums to such an extent that other ART such as IUI are relegated or dismissed outright. The Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority (HFEA) website appears wholly negative towards IUI suggesting poor success, uncontrolled multiple births and a high cost of failure over several cycles.
The UK National Institute of Health and Care Excellence (NICE)\textsuperscript{2} examined the effectiveness of 25 mg clomiphene citrate with IUI against expectant management and found no differences, but then without comparative IUI and IVF evidence recommended removing IUI altogether and replacing it with three cycles of IVF.\textsuperscript{23}

A recent systematic review and meta-analysis including 10 randomised controlled trials (RCTs) comparing IUI and IVF found no difference in safety and effectiveness between treatments.\textsuperscript{4} The overall quality of the evidence provided by RCTs has been low or very low for all comparisons.\textsuperscript{5} Subsequent well-designed RCTs support IUI over IVF.\textsuperscript{3,8}

There are no large national data analyses. A European meta-analysis relying on voluntary data submission identified 1 million under-reported cycles from 6 million cycles which would compromise interpretations of the data.\textsuperscript{6} Statutory national data analysis removes the selection bias of individual studies and the incompleteness of voluntary data submissions.

We aimed to compare the effectiveness of IUI with IVF as practiced in the UK over a 5-year period where full data were available. The hypothesis tested was that IUI would be associated with better outcomes than IVF in terms of pregnancy success rates, risk of complications and costs.

**METHODS**

**Study design and participants**

This is a retrospective observational study of 319,105 IVF/ICSI and 30,669 IUI cycles performed between 2012 and 2016 in the UK. DI (donor insemination) cycles were excluded. Data were obtained from the UK-regulated HFEA database. The data were collected entirely by HFEA staff under freedom of information (FOI) including live birth (LB) per cycle, multiple births, OHSS, fetal reduction, terminations and level of government funded IVF cycles for IVF and IUI. Other clinic data were available on the HFEA website.\textsuperscript{10}

Direct cost for maternal and neonatal expenditure per LB was constructed using the cost of multiple birth (COMBS) model as previously described,\textsuperscript{11} with inflation-adjusted pricing using Bank of England index-linked data. The final figures were derived from the number of IUI and IVF cycles performed in 2016, against the level of multiple gestation pregnancy (MGP) produced. Twin and triplet analyses allow for an individualised cost calculation for every birth component to be applied evenly and accurately for maternal and neonatal care based on the COMBS model.

A second direct cost analysis evaluating the incremental cost-effective ratio (ICER)\textsuperscript{12} was modelled on the 2016 national mean (baseline) IVF and IUI success rates. An algorithm was developed to establish the relationships between IUI and IVF at prevailing baseline live birth rate (LBR) and costs to determine cost-effectiveness from clinics with variable success rates.

The relationship between IUI and IVF clinics with high LBR was considered alongside the standard performing clinics using the HFEA database and for IUI additional in-house (North Middlesex University Hospital, NMUH) data were available. The calculations were also performed using the 2016 IVF tariff.\textsuperscript{13} The common tariffs per treatment cycle for IUI at £800-£1300 and £3500–5000 (HFEA mean £4699/cycle) were entered into our algorithm model, while IVF outliers for success and tariffs were considered separately.

**Randomisation and masking**

The very large data relate to actual and overall national practice and override RCT requirements for stratification or masking where small numbers are considered. RCTs are also associated with selected population and involve experimental design to control external factors.

**Limitation** of the UK FOI data set is the absence of information on ovarian stimulation regimes, number of patients treated, mean number of treatment cycles per patient, cause of subfertility, age of patient, use of fresh or frozen IVF cycles, the potential benefit and cost of transferring cryopreserved embryo in subsequent cycles, extent of eSET, previous ART, oocyte retrieval complications, birth weight, sex ratios, gestational age and ectopic and molar pregnancies. Repeated FOI request could generate small differences in data given the enormity of the data gathering exercise. Unfactored also are the costs due to OHSS, fetal reduction, termination, sperm/embryo freezing, embryo culture, add on techniques and work absenteeism. There was no distinction between IVF and ICSI cycles.

A general diagnosis for 2012–2016 of male infertility (37%), unexplained (32%), ovulatory disorder (13%), tubal disease (12%) and endometriosis (6%) was provided for IVF/ICSI cycles.

**Procedures**

The procedures are fully described under methods section.

The procedure of data collection was through FOI requests from the UK HFEA collecting information as part of its regulatory remit and for the purpose of issuing a licence to clinics to operate. There is therefore no scope for clinics to selectively submit or withhold their activities or outcome data.

The HFEA provided a summary of the data in tabulated form which also restricts further interrogation of data or the manner in which statistics can be performed. The HFEA also provided details to reveal the nature of pregnancy terminations.

None of the authors could influence the data set or the manner in which data could further inclusion/exclusion choices, as this was handed over under FOI by the HFEA. No UK clinic could selectively submit data to the HFEA. Submission is a statutory obligation, resulting in revocation of the clinic licence for serious breaches.
Outcomes

The primary outcome was LB per cycle, MGP levels, OHSS, fetal reduction and terminations. The reasons for terminations were disclosed. The total cost of maternal and neonatal care through IUI and IVF for 2016 was calculated using actual 2016 figures derived from the COMBS model14 and inflation adjusted figures from the Bank of England data. ICER, to deliver 1 LB, was obtained for real IUI and IVF activities and actual tariffs paid by patients. The percentage of IVF cycles was disclosed by the HFEA, which revealed the level of funded treatments performed by NHS clinics and NHS-funded private IVF clinics (which are not accountable under FOI laws).

Statistical analysis

The proportions with the SE were calculated for the given outcome. The 95% CI was calculated as +/−1.96 SE. Absolute and relative differences in risk were calculated, together with their SE. P values were calculated from the ratio of the measured absolute difference to the SE, assuming variation to be normally distributed. Analysis was performed for main outcome measures such as LB rates, MGP rates, market worth of interventions against maternal and neonatal costs, and cost to achieve 1 LB and permutuation thereof. Within IVF and IUI activity trends were calculated using Graphpad Prism software V.8. For each exposure and outcome studied, relative risks were calculated using Medcalc software (https://www.medcalc.org/calc/relative_risk.php). For each comparison, the SE was calculated for the difference in absolute risk, and a two-tailed z-score was calculated. 5% (p=0.05) was taken as the limit of significance.

RESULTS

Data from the UK HFEA database between 2012 and 2016 showed an overall 10.4-fold increased use of IVF compared with IUI. The downward trend in IUI cycles was statistically significant R² of 0.89 (p<0.05) (table 1), whereas there was a statistically significant increase in IVF cycle showing a significant slope R² of 0.99 (p<0.001) (table 1).

There was a statistically significant improvement in LBR for IVF between 2012 and 2016 [2012: 25.47% (25.12–25.82); 2016: 27.35% (26.98–27.65)]. The absolute difference was 1.84% (1.36–2.33), RR: 1.07 (1.05–1.09), p<0.001. The improvement from 25% to 27% LB/cycle for IVF remains small.

There was no change in IUI success over the same period [2012: 11.66% (10.93–12.39); 2016: 12.10% (11.09–12.10)]. The absolute difference was 0.43% (0.81–1.67). RR: 1.04 (0.93–1.15) p=0.25 (table 1). IVF had a significantly higher LB/cycle compared with IUI [IVF: 26.96% (26.81–27.12); IUI: 11.49% (11.13–11.85)]. The absolute difference was 15.47% (15.09–15.86). RR: 2.35 (2.27–2.42), p<0.001. An additional birth will be achieved for every 6.5 IVF cycles compared with IUI (NNT (Number Needed to Treat) =6.46) (table 1).

The rate of MGP as a proportion of all births was significantly higher after IVF than IUI [IVF: 13.88% (13.65–14.11); IUI: 9.59% (8.62–10.56)] with absolute difference: 4.29% (3.29–5.29). RR: 1.45 (1.31 to 1.60), p<0.001. An additional multiple pregnancy will occur for every 23 IVF pregnancies compared with IUI (NNT=23.31) (table 1).

Data from 2012 to 2016 (table 1) reveal other risks such as OHSS, fetal reduction and terminations and the level of government funded IVF cycles and additionally the level commissioned through private IVF clinics. As part of the risk factor association, reasons for terminations were additionally disclosed by the HFEA. Results from table 1 are discussed in detail.

Financial calculation

Two types of financial analyses are included: (a) the national maternal and neonatal care cost burden and (b) ICER, to deliver 1 LB per cycle (figures 1 and 2).

Size of maternal and neonatal cost

Based on HFEA 2012–2016 figure 1 LB from IUI is made up of singleton: twin: triplet in the components 91.25: 7.90: 0.85, respectively, whereas for IVF the singleton component is reduced in the proportion 86.21: 13.65: 0.14. Twin and triplet figures were number of sets, rather than individual babies. For 2016, maternal and neonatal, adapted from COMBS model and index link adjusted for 2016, the cost (£) per birth events factoring the singleton, twin and triplet cost was £4945, £13 618, and £48 300, respectively. Associated maternal and neonatal cost for one IUI and IVF baby was £6000.406525 and £6186.538342, respectively.

Financial size of the 2016 UK IVF and IUI industry against the MGP risk cost burden for the NHS

The IVF maternal and neonatal cost for 2016 was £115 082 017 against the IVF market value of £238 346 500–340 495 000 for 2016. In contrast, for IUI the maternal and neonatal cost from IUI was £2 940 196 against the IVF market value of £238 346 500–340 495 000. The maternal and neonatal risk burden due to IVF is 39-fold higher than IUI, against a 10.4-fold greater IVF activity over IUI. The size of maternal and neonatal care for the UK from IVF or IUI could not be confirmed by the Department of Health and Social Care’s (FOI response FOI-1160477).

To understand the relationships between high LBR IUI and IVF clinics, data from NMUH IUI at £800 tariff were utilised. Between 2014 and 2018: 672 cycles, 364 women, 119 pregnancies, 2 twins; PR (pregnancy rate)/cycle 17.7%/cycle; PR/woman 32.7%/woman; LB/cycle 15.60%; two twins, no severe to moderate OHSS reportable to the HFEA, but seven cases of mild-moderate OHSS not requiring hospitalisation; 63% of all cycles performed using consecutive ejaculation, hMG (human menopausal gonadotropin) stimulated with strict cancellation policy for>=3 follicles or more.
Table 1  UK IVF and IUI 2012–2016 outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>IVF 2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>IUI 2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>RR (IVF vs IUI)</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total number cycles</td>
<td>60 236</td>
<td>61 848</td>
<td>63 542</td>
<td>65 380</td>
<td>68 099</td>
<td>319 105</td>
<td>7478</td>
<td>7944</td>
<td>6347</td>
<td>4849</td>
<td>4051</td>
<td>30 669</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total births</td>
<td>15 343</td>
<td>16 441</td>
<td>17 487</td>
<td>18 602</td>
<td>18 602</td>
<td>86 045</td>
<td>11 666</td>
<td>10 811</td>
<td>11 283</td>
<td>12 112</td>
<td>12 112</td>
<td>58 749</td>
<td>2.27 to 2.42</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(% births per cycle)</td>
<td>25.47</td>
<td>26.58</td>
<td>27.52</td>
<td>27.79</td>
<td>27.32</td>
<td>26.96</td>
<td>11.66</td>
<td>10.81</td>
<td>11.28</td>
<td>12.11</td>
<td>12.10</td>
<td>11.49</td>
<td>2.27 to 2.42</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singleton birth</td>
<td>12 786</td>
<td>13 937</td>
<td>14 974</td>
<td>15 827</td>
<td>16 575</td>
<td>74 099</td>
<td>784</td>
<td>771</td>
<td>649</td>
<td>539</td>
<td>449</td>
<td>3187</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(% singletons per birth)</td>
<td>83.33</td>
<td>84.77</td>
<td>85.63</td>
<td>87.10</td>
<td>89.10</td>
<td>86.12</td>
<td>89.91</td>
<td>89.7555</td>
<td>90.64</td>
<td>91.82</td>
<td>91.63</td>
<td>90.437</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.94 to 0.96</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twin birth</td>
<td>2507</td>
<td>2459</td>
<td>2476</td>
<td>2301</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>11 739</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>305</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(% twins per birth)</td>
<td>16.34</td>
<td>14.96</td>
<td>14.16</td>
<td>12.66</td>
<td>10.73</td>
<td>13.64</td>
<td>9.40</td>
<td>8.50</td>
<td>9.36</td>
<td>8.18</td>
<td>7.14</td>
<td>8.65</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>1.41 to 1.76</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triplet birth **</td>
<td>(50)</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>(44)</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>&lt;5*</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(% triplets per birth)</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.18 to 0.38</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quadruplet birth **</td>
<td>&lt;5*</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>&lt;5*</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>&lt;5*</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(% quadruplets per birth)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total multiples</td>
<td>2557</td>
<td>2504</td>
<td>2513</td>
<td>2345</td>
<td>2027</td>
<td>11 946</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>337</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(% multiples per birth)</td>
<td>16.67</td>
<td>15.23</td>
<td>14.37</td>
<td>12.90</td>
<td>10.90</td>
<td>13.88</td>
<td>10.09</td>
<td>10.24</td>
<td>9.36</td>
<td>8.18</td>
<td>8.37</td>
<td>9.56</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>1.33 to 1.64</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OHSS (mod-severe)</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>572</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OHSS (severe)</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total OHSS</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>781</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OHSS/birth %</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OHSS/cycle %</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fetal reduction</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fetal reduction/total births %</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Termination</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>697</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Termination/total births %</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHS funded cycles</td>
<td>24 484</td>
<td>26 012</td>
<td>27 106</td>
<td>28 244</td>
<td>29 745</td>
<td>135 591</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(% of all cycles)</td>
<td>13.67</td>
<td>15.94</td>
<td>15.56</td>
<td>14.11</td>
<td>14.58</td>
<td>14.77</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**DISCUSSION**

These data add to previously published studies showing better LBR following IVF than with IUI but this difference is much smaller than previously reported. Our study has also identified new data on the use of IVF and IUI in the UK which should have a direct impact in management strategies of couples presenting with infertility. Data summary provided by the HFEA has also allowed us to perform descriptive comparisons and trends, but limits the use of complex statistics. This is advantageous as alternative interpretations of the data become impossible, thereby removing interest biases. No sample size calculation was required to determine the power at a significance level of 0.05.

During the period of our study, IVF was associated with a significantly (p<0.001) higher risk of MGP than IUI. IVF is also associated with higher risks of OHSS and need for fetal reduction and pregnancy terminations which were not found after IUI. We found that from 2012 to 2016, there was a 10.4-fold increase in the use of IVF over IUI with a significant (p<0.05) increase in IVF cycles and a corresponding decline in IUI cycles (table 1). This increased IVF activity cannot be justified on the basis of evidence-based data, since there are no comparative IVF versus IUI data. The increase in the number of IVF and decline in IUI cycles (table 1) coincide with the 2013 NICE guidelines recommendation against the use of IUI as the primary therapeutic line for infertile couples. This erroneous recommendation was based on poor IUI outcomes compared with expectant management with no data on IVF and yet recommended IVF practice instead of IUI. Our data show a small increased but significant (p<0.05) LBR following IVF from 25% to 27% during that period following the NICE recommendation.

The baseline IUI: IVF success rates (table 1) to deliver 1 LB was 2.35:1, which was much narrower than the RCT reported of 3:1 for IUI: IVF. Therefore, a small improvement in IUI LBR from 12.1% to 15.6% LBR narrows this difference to 1.73: 1, IUI: IVF cycles, with a highly favourable cost benefit for IUI over IVF. When considering IVF as a denominator it is important to emphasise that 3.7 IVF cycles are actually required to achieve a 100% theoretical LB. Overall, we found 8.69 IUI cycles at 12.1% LBR or 6.4 cycle for a 15.6% LBR IUI NMUH clinic are needed to theoretically achieve 100% LB. Despite the focus on IUI against IVF, the relationship between ordinary and high success IVF clinics seems curiously avoided. Mean-IVF clinics (27% LBR, MGP 15%) against as high performing IVF clinic (55% LBR, MGP

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>IUI</th>
<th>Total IUI</th>
<th>Total IVF</th>
<th>RR (IVF vs IUI)</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*HFEA, Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority; IUI, intrauterine insemination; IVF, in vitro fertilisation; NHS, National Health Service.*

**OHSS.** Against this, typical higher undisclosed IVF clinic results showed 55% LB/cycle and 30% MGP rates from the HFEA database, and which also had typical IVF tariff of £7000–15 000/cycle. Both sets of data were placed in perspective against standard IVF clinics where the mean success rate for 2016 was 27% LB/cycle and with a mean tariff of £4699.
30%) have a 2.04:1 relationship but higher IVF clinics have riskier (2.2:1) outcomes for mother and baby.

Factoring tariffs alone, IUI is cheaper than IVF while also delivering lesser risks and perinatal complications for both mothers and babies. Higher IVF success clinics lose any benefits through increased tariffs and doubled MGP levels against IUI and against standard performing IVF clinics. The actual cost benefits are displayed in figures 1 and 2 which study the ICER to deliver 1 LB at various success rates and tariffs. Against prevailing tariffs IUI always has lower overall costs than IVF in commissioning treatment to achieve 1 LB. Patients should be informed that IUI success is closer to IVF but without the added risks to mothers and babies, the cost burden to the healthcare system of which are excessive for IVF.

A recent RCT shows that after 3–4 years unexplained infertility randomised for three cycles of IUI (CC) or expectant management a three-fold improvement in outcome in LBR from 31% and 9% is seen. IUI LB/cycle probabilities ranged from 21.4% to 5.1% dependent on age, cycle number and previous parity, with a MGP of 5.4%. IUI was also effective on LBR (OR 1.95 (1.10 to 3.44) (95% CI)) when compared with intercourse or expectant management in a stimulated cycle. Currently in most clinics, IUI suited cases are now receiving IVF treatments or are further aided with non-evidenced based.

**Figure 1** Economic and financial analyses of IUI versus IVF- direct cost-effective analyses to deliver 1 LB based on actual success rates and tariffs for IUI and IVF. Cost analyses with varying IUI success against mean IVF success.

**Figure 2** Economic and financial analyses of IUI versus IVF- direct cost-effective analyses to deliver 1 LB based on actual success rates and tariffs for IUI and IVF. Cost analyses with varying IVF success against mean IUI success.
add-on techniques. IUI success rates appear to face downward pressures from IVF clinics by managing difficult cases through IUI.

So far no reliable national figures exist for the levels of different risks for patients undergoing IVF and IUI to help them towards a journey of making informed decisions or to help clinicians counsel their patients. With this large database, the MGP rate as a proportion of all births was significantly higher following IVF than following IUI (RR: 1.45 (1.31 to 1.60), p<0.001). This fact contradicts popular belief that IUI being the source of uncontrolled MGP. The rate of twins was also significantly higher following IVF (RR: 1.58, p<0.001). There was 0.2% fetal reductions performed for IVF and none for IUI. Moderate to severe OHSS risk of 0.9%/birth or 0.25% per cycle was related to IVF only and not IUI (table 1). No maternal deaths were reported due to any complications but it can be argued the HFEA may not be fully informed as the death registry is not linked to the HFEA database. Terminations accounted for 0.81% of all total births (clinical pregnancy rates unavailable) in IVF and none in IUI. From 2012 to 2016 there were a total of 698 terminations evenly spread across this period. Medical reasons accounted for 73.6% of terminations with 22.4% of these being for Down’s syndrome, and for the first time a 2.3% of terminations were for undisclosed reasons. For the first time, direct information is revealed, while a further 24.1% of terminations were for undisclosed reasons. For the first time, direct information on level of terminations after IVF (but no terminations in IUI) conception is indicated for social and psychological reasons adding a new dimension of debate in ART. It serves to underline the vital role for support and counselling before, during and after fertility treatment.

The economics of the fertility industry provides important insights as to how financial considerations are overriding evidence-based medicine while suppressing the availability of low cost IUI. With regard to the financial information which can serve as important steers for patients and stakeholders in commissioning services emerge. The HFEA confirms the size of the IVF industry for 2016 to be worth around £320 000 000 in 2016, with a 61% growth in activity since 2007/2008, revealing a mean tariff of £4699/cycle for IVF. The wider annual estimate of £115 082 017 representing 33%–50% of the 2016 IVF NHS level. The maternal and neonatal IVF risk burden of £27 273, respectively, to achieve 1 LB, notwithstanding £800) versus IVF at 27.3% (£4699) versus IVF at 55% (£15 000) LBR would cost the patients £5,128, £17 404 and £27 273, respectively, to achieve 1 LB, notwithstanding the increasing risks for mother and babies along this sequence. The algorithm (figures 1 and 2) reveals points of efficiencies and inefficiencies for IUI and IVF treatments and describes a spectrum of financial, economic and success relationships with each other. At baseline success rates for IUI (12.1% LBR) and IVF (27.3% LBR) (figure 1), ICER favoured IUI over IVF by at least £13 663 to deliver 1 LB against the cheapest IVF tariff. When the realistic mean IVF tariff of £4699/cycle was considered mean IUI clinics could deliver a cost-effective benefit per LB of £42 558 (figure 1). Better performing IUI clinic at 15.6% LBR clinic (NMUH) could extend the cost savings to £76 257 per LB over mean IVF success of 27.3% LB and tariff of £4699. The cost savings to achieve 1 LB through improved IUI success over IVF are regarded as particularly high and beneficial to society. The algorithm defines the cost neutral point against mean IUI at 12.1% LBR, when IVF success reaches 32.58% (figure 2) which can be extended to 42% LBR for IVF with IUI at 15.6% LBR using the same algorithm. This threshold can also be much higher for higher IVF tariff. For every 1% LB improvement of IUI, IVF success needs to improve by 2.7% LB to achieve the same incremental cost benefit as IUI. In other words, IVF needs to work much harder than IUI to achieve benefits and suggests the need to invest in improving IUI success rates. These ICER cost efficiency values should persuade stakeholders and patients to choose IUI before IVF. IVF success rates have improved by 2% only to 27.3% LB from 2012 to 2016 despite expensive non-evidenced-based add-on techniques and treating potential IUI cases through IVF.

On the reverse scale, cost-effectiveness of IUI against lowest tariff IVF is maintained until the IUI success reaches 10.14% LBR (figure 1). Below 10.14% LB, IUI loses its cost-effectiveness against the lowest tariff IVF cycle. However, this lower IUI limit of 10.14% LB will be even lower when considering higher tariff IVF (figure 1) and which can be extrapolated from figure 1. Below these IUI low points practitioners need to re-evaluate their management, protocols or stop performing IUI.

Higher IVF success rate clinics are also associated with increased tariffs and MGP levels. A clinic with a 55% LBR success has around 28% MGP, and twice the normal UK MGP rate lose all benefits through increased tariffs ranging from £7000 to 15 000 per cycle against mean IVF clinics. On tariff consideration alone, high-performing IUI clinic is more cost-effective than high-performing IVF clinics where tariff factors alone erode any benefits. Based on success and tariffs only, IUI at 15.6% (tariff £800) versus IVF at 27.3% (£4699) versus IVF at 55% (£15 000) LBR would cost the patients £5,128, £17 404 and £27 273, respectively, to achieve 1 LB, notwithstanding the increasing risks for mother and babies along this sequence. The algorithm (figures 1 and 2) also advises that the most expensive high-performing IVF clinic at 55% LBR can match the mean IVF clinics at 27.3% LBR by dropping the tariff to £9572/cycle, provided these clinics

can also reduce their MGP from 28% to 13.8% level. The financial analyses exclude the cost of OHSS, terminations and complication mainly for IVF, while there will be additional cost for drugs. Excluded also are the fees paid by IVF patients to cryopreserve embryos, back-up sperm or purchase add-on procedures.

Separate ICER calculations for high-performing IUI (15.6% LBR, £800 tariff) against high-performing IVF (55% LBR, £15 000) show that it is £56 204 cheaper to gain 1 LB by IUI. Likewise, separate ICER calculations for mid-performing IVF (27% LBR, £4699) against high-performing IVF (55% LBR, £15 000) show that it is £35 246 cheaper to gain 1 LB through mid-IVF clinics compared with high-performing IVF clinics.

The algorithms allow detailed cross analyses of the practices and confirm IUI is superior to IVF to derive the best possible cost benefit to gain a child while minimising the risk to mother and babies if applicable. The second line option is for patients to choose a mid-performing IVF clinic paying attention to MGP levels. Evidenced-based bodies have a duty of care to explicitly inform stakeholders when ICER is favourable, and in this case IUI is dominant over IVF.24 Previous cost-effective studies have been performed against extremely poor IUI results, while relying on optimal IVF in local settings to persuade purchasers to fund more IVF cycles instead of IUI.22 23

The second major cost analyses relate to the MGP maternal/neonatal-related cost burden which has remained invisible to date. For 2016, the IVF cost burden to the NHS was £115 million (£532 million over 2012–2016), against the IVF clinics turnover estimated between £340 and 538 million depending on the tariffs range £3500–5000/per cycle cost considered. The HFEA mean cost estimate per cycle treatment for 2016 was £4699/ cycle and a market worth of £320 million. In contrast the IUI market worth was £3.24–5.3 million using tariffs of £800–1300, against the negative cost impact of £2.94 million for 2016. It is prudent to fund only essential IVF such as bilateral tubal blockages and severe male factor infertility as a priority before considering IUI failed cases through modified eSET (elective single embryo transfer) in order to control costs while minimising MGP.24

There are some critical limitations to the current study and the main one being it was an observational and retrospective in nature, with the main concern being selection bias of data collection. However, due to the unique nature of having gained the treatment cycles data under FOI from the UK regulatory body, the potential for selection bias is minimised. The data do not reveal the baseline characteristics and treatment details of patients such as age, cause, type and duration of subfertility, prognostic indicators like ovarian reserve status, stimulation protocols, fresh or frozen IVF cycles, the distinction between IVF or ICSI or the number of cycles of treatment each patient has undergone to be able to comment on the cumulative success rates. Further limitation of this study relates to non-random selection of IUI or IVF treatment in this study with good prognosis patients may have been selected for IUI or IVF as first choice. Contrarily, some poor prognosis patients may have chosen lesser invasive IUI treatment as the only option and some have had IVF cycle cancellation with subsequent rescue IUI cycles, both of which may potentially bias IUI and IVF success rates. Specific patient pathologies such as severe male factor infertility or bilateral tubal blockages will obviously necessitate IVF procedures creating a degree of selection bias but this cannot be revealed from our data analyses. However, it is important to recognise that by analysing aggregate national UK data for the entire subfertile population rather than a sample of the population, the risks of selection and treatment biases are somewhat mitigated and potentially allowing a high degree of data generalisability. Stakeholders in other countries should review their practices, risks and costs of assisted reproductive procedures based on our UK experience.

Patients and stakeholders also need to consider intervention-related risks and long-term risks before making choices. IUI and IVF both have common underlying risks relating to the general health pathologies of subfertile couples and due to ovarian stimulation protocols. However, there appear long-term added risks for babies from IVF, ICSI, embryo culture and freezing procedures. The added risks have been reported for singleton IVF babies and singletons after fetal reduction having pre-term weights, and large sized babies from frozen embryo procedures. Late onset diseases relating to the general health pathologies of subfertile couples and due to ovarian stimulation protocols provide added risks27 or lead to higher imprinting disorders such as Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome28–30 compared with naturally conceived children. This is a dynamic and evolving area of research.

In conclusion, IUI LBRs are much closer to IVF than previously described. IUI is associated with lesser risks to mothers and babies and more cost-effective than IVF in delivering 1 LB against current tariffs. IUI always has lower overall costs than IVF in commissioning treatment to achieve 1 LB. The cost burden to the healthcare system is excessive for IVF. Some selection bias cannot be excluded to the retrospective design and the data should be interpreted with caution. However, this unfiltered, uniquely integrated analysis of success, risks and cost provides important information to healthcare stakeholders and governments to develop effective fertility treatment policies.
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